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Abstract: The circular-polarization of the photon in the radiative B decays is domi-
nantly left-handed in the Standard Model (SM), but the right-handed polarization may be
enhanced in some new physics models with right-handed currents, such as the Left-Right
Symmetric Model (LRSM). In this article, we investigate how large this wrong polarization
could be within the allowed parameter space of the LRSM. We show that in the LRSM, the
right-handed polarization of the photon in the b→ sγ processes could be largely enhanced
by the WL−WR mixing contributions because of the helicity flip on the internal top quark
line of the penguin diagrams and the enhancement by the CKM factor V Rts /V Lts . We discuss
the sensitivity of the proposed methods to determine the b→ sγ photon polarization to the
LRSM as well as their complementary role compared to the direct search of right-handed
charged gauge bosons at LHC.
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1 Introduction
The circular-polarization of the photon in the radiative B decays has an unique sensitivity
to the physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). There have been various methods proposed
to measure this polarization but its precise measurement has never been achieved so far.
Therefore, it is an important challenge for the on-going experiments such as LHCb or the
future projects such as Belle II experiment. For this reason, there are many theoretical
works in this subject recently [1–10].
The b → sγ processes come from the magnetic-operators, sLσµνbR or sRσµνbL. The
photons induced by these operators have left- and right-handed polarization, respectively.
In the SM, these operators are induced by the loop diagrams with theW bosons. Due to the
fact that theW bosons couple only left-handedly to the quarks, the first operator receives a
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bottom quark mass factor, i.e. mbsLσµνbR, while the second one has a strange quark mass
factor, i.e. mssRσµνbL. As a result, the circular-polarization of the photon in the b → sγ
processes is predicted to be predominantly left-handed in the SM. Thus, a measurement
of the photon polarization can serve as a test of a fundamental property of the SM. On
the other hand, an observation of wrong polarization (right-handed in b¯ quark decay or
left-handed in b) is a clear indication from the physics beyond the SM, in particular, from
the models which contain right-handed couplings (see [11–14] for the SM uncertainty).
In this article, we investigate one of the models in this category, the Left-Right Symmet-
ric Model (LRSM). This model contains a W -type boson which has right-handed charged
coupling to the quarks. The LHC experiments, namely ATLAS and CMS, are intensively
searching for this type of particles and the latest limit on its mass and coupling is obtained
as: gR/gLmW2 > 2.5 TeV [15, 16]. The right-handed charged couplings to different quarks,
which are represented by the right-handed CKM matrix elements, can be constrained, on
the other hand, by various flavour physics experiments. By now, the minimal LRSM with
a symmetry between the left- and right-handed sector [17], i.e. the so-called manifest- and
pseudo-manifest-models motivated by the spontaneous CP violation [18–23], are becoming
difficult to realize [24, 26, 27], whereas in this work, we use a more general right-handed
CKM matrix. We first revisit the constraints on these parameters of the LRSM, namely,
new particle masses, their couplings and the right-handed CKM matrix elements, from var-
ious flavour experiments (K, Bd, Bs oscillation and B → Xsγ branching ratio). Then, we
investigate how large the wrong polarization could be using the allowed ranges of these pa-
rameters. We show the effect of the so-called chiral-enhancement factor, which is expected
to play a crucial role in enhancing the wrong polarization: the two W boson mass eigen-
states in this model being mixing states of left- and right-handed W bosons can induce the
chirality change without a flip on the external b or s quark lines, which provide an internal
quark mass factor mt instead of external quark mass factor mentioned above. As a result,
the operator sRσµνbL is enhanced by a factor mt/ms with respect to the SM.
At the end, we discuss the prospect of the LHCb and the future Belle II experiments for
constraining the LRSM parameters by using some of their observables, the time dependent
CP asymmetry of B → KSpi0γ [28, 29], the angular distribution of B → K∗l+l− (at low
q2) [30, 31], and B → K1γ [32–35].
In section 2, we introduce the LRSM where we also give our model for the right-handed
CKM matrix. In section 3 and 4, we describe the b→ sγ and meson mixings in the LRSM.
We show our numerical results in section 5 and conclude in section 6.
2 Left-Right Symmetric Model
The Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM) is based on the extended gauge group SU(2)L×
SU(2)R ×U(1)Y˜ which involves additional charged and neutral gauge bosons [36–39]. The
electric charge can be also extended as Q = TL3 + TR3 + Y˜ . Then, for the ordinary quarks
and leptons, the hypercharge gets a physical meaning, i.e. Y˜ = (B − L)/2 in this model,
where B and L are baryon and lepton numbers.
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The left-handed fermions are SU(2)L doublets and SU(2)R singlets as in the SM while
the right-handed fermions are SU(2)R doublets and SU(2)L singlets. Thus, the charge
assignments (TL3, TR3, Y˜ ) of left- and right-handed quarks and leptons yields:
QL ≡
(
uL
dL
)
∼
(
1
2
, 0,
1
6
)
, QR ≡
(
uR
dR
)
∼
(
0,
1
2
,
1
6
)
, (2.1)
LL ≡
(
νL
`L
)
∼
(
1
2
, 0,−1
2
)
, LR ≡
(
νR
`R
)
∼
(
0,
1
2
,−1
2
)
, (2.2)
The gauge symmetry in the LRSM is spontaneously broken in two steps
SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)Y˜ → SU(2)L × U(1)Y → U(1)EM. (2.3)
The first step SU(2)R×U(1)Y˜ → U(1)Y is parity and B−L violating while the second step
is equivalent to the standard electroweak symmetry breaking. Let us first see the scalar
multiplet Φ, which triggers the second step symmetry breaking. Consulting the Yukawa
interaction of the form, QLΦQR, Φ should be a 2 × 2 unitary matrix. Moreover, to be
invariant under SU(2) transformation, this term requires Φ to be bi-doublet scalar fields
with charge assignment:
Φ ≡
(
ϕ01 ϕ
+
2
ϕ−1 ϕ
0
2
)
∼
(
1
2
,
1
2
, 0
)
. (2.4)
The scalar field Φ can not trigger the first step symmetry breaking because (i), Φ couples
to both of SU(2)L and SU(2)R and does not distinguish these two groups. Therefore Φ
could not break parity. (ii) Φ does not couple to U(1)Y˜ which would be unbroken and
would leave a massless gauge boson which is not observed. Thus, we must introduce other
scalar multiplets to break the parity symmetry, namely the SU(2)R, and also U(1)Y˜ . In
particular, the scalar multiplet with charge B − L = 2 is attractive since it can generate
right-handed Majorana neutrino masses [40–42]. As a result, we introduce the scalar triplet:
∆R ≡
(
δ+R/
√
2 δ++R
δ0R −δ+R/
√
2
)
∼ (0, 1, 2) ,
Note that in this model another scalar field ∆L ∼ (1, 0, 2) is also introduced in order to
ensure the parity conservation at a high energy before the symmetry is broken.
Now the symmetry breaking (2.3) can be undertaken by the non-zero vacuum expec-
tation values (VEV). It is known that two of four complex phases can be eliminated and
remaining two phases are assigned conventionally to the VEV of Φ, ∆L and ∆R [24]:
〈Φ〉 =
(
κ 0
0 κ′eiω
)
, 〈∆L〉 =
(
0 0
vLe
iθL 0
)
, 〈∆R〉 =
(
0 0
vR 0
)
, (2.5)
where, vL,R, κ and κ′ are real numbers. The symmetry breaking of SU(2)R × U(1)Y˜ →
U(1)Y is achieved at a high scale, i.e. multi-TeV, by non-zero 〈∆R〉. If vL 6= vR, the left-
right symmetry is spontaneously broken. The standard electroweak symmetry breaking is
triggered by non-zero κ, κ′.
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There are some hierarchies among the vacuum expectation values κ, κ′ and vL,R. First
of all, κ, κ′, vL  vR is needed to suppress the right-handed currents at low energy scales.
On the other hand, we would expect another hierarchy vL  vR in order to generate the
neutrino masses through the see-saw mechanism, namely vL . a few MeV [40–42] for vR ∼
multi-TeV. And also the constraints from electroweak ρ-parameter requires vL . 10GeV[43].
In this work, we shall use the limit vL → 0, which is usually used in literatures. Note that
the Higgs potential allows such a limit since vL ∝ κ2/vR [42]. Therefore the phase θL has
no physical consequence, while ω could trigger a spontaneous CP violation. According to
the hierarchy described above, we introduce an expansion parameter  as:
 = v/vR, with v
2 = κ2 + κ′2, (2.6)
where v = 174 GeV is the scale of the standard electroweak symmetry breaking and vR =
O(TeV) as discussed above. The ratio of κ and κ′ is defined by the usual parameter β, i.e.
κ = v sinβ, κ′ = v cosβ, tanβ =
κ
κ′
. (2.7)
Then tanβ is a free parameter in this model. tanβ 6= 1 is required by the difference of
the masses of the fermions. On the other hand, the mass hierarchy mt  mb implies large
tanβ. However, the large value of tanβ as O(mtmb ) in some literatures, is disfavored by the
electroweak precision observables [44]. 1 < tanβ < 10 is used in [44]. In this work, we
consider the range of tanβ > 1.
In the low energy processes, the discrete left-right symmetry breaks down, then the
gauge coupling constants gL and gR are in general unequal, gL 6= gR. As gL is the coupling
constant in the SM, the ratio of r ≡ gR/gL is not allowed to be arbitrarily large, otherwise
the interactions between right-handed gauge bosons and fermions would become nonper-
turbative. Having the latest direct search result, r mW2 > 2.5 TeV [15, 16], and assuming
vR to be muti-TeV or higher, we use r less than 2 in this work.
The charged gauge bosons are mixture of the mass eigenstates,(
W−L
W−R
)
=
(
cos ζ − sin ζeiw
sin ζe−iw cos ζ
)(
W−1
W−2
)
, (2.8)
where the masses of W±1 and W
±
2 up to the order of O(2) are
MW1 ≈
gLv√
2
(1− 2 sin2 β cos2 β), MW2 ≈ gRvR(1 +
1
4
2), (2.9)
and the mixing angle
sin ζ ≈ gL
gR
|κ||κ′|
v2R
=
gL
gR
1
2
2 sin 2β ≈ M
2
W1
M2W2
gR
gL
sin 2β. (2.10)
The full Lagrangian for the neutral currents and the charged currents associated with gauge
bosons and Goldstone bosons in the LRSM are given in Appendix A.
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In the LRSM, there are charged Higgs bosons H± and heavy flavor-changing neutral
Higgs bosons H0 and A0. In [24], it is shown that the masses of these bosons are nearly
the same. To the leading order, their masses are equal to each other [44],
MH± = MH0 = MA0 . (2.11)
For simplicity, we use MH representing the masses of charged and heavy neutral Higgs
bosons. The Lagrangians for the interactions between H0, A0, H± and fermions are given
in Appendix A. As we will see later-on, the tree-level flavor changing neutral current due to
H0 and A0 will affect the ∆F = 2 processes very much unless MH is sufficiently large [44].
In this work, we consider the cases of MH = 20TeV and 50TeV. For such heavy mass, the
contributions on b → sγ and ∆F = 2 processes from charged Higgs in the loop diagrams
become negligibly small.
Concerning the quark mixing matrices (CKM matrices), we have one left-handed cou-
pling V LCKM and one right-handed V
R
CKM for the left- and right-handed quarks respectively.
We take V LCKM the same as the Standard Model one, defined by usual three rotation angles
and one phase. In this way, the right-handed CKM matrix V RCKM is in general written by
nine parameters remained after imposing the unitarity condition. There are many models on
the right-handed CKM matrix. A general study of the quark sector is done in the minimal
Left-Right Symmetric Model, where there is a symmetry between the left- and right-handed
sector [17]. The authors in [17] shows that the only possibilities in the minimal LRSM are
either P or C (LR+parity or LR+charge conjugation), with the consequences that V RCKM
is equal or very close to V LCKM. These two cases correspond to the scenarios in the early
works of LRSM with the ideas of spontaneous CP violation. In the so-called manifest
LRSM[18, 19], where the VEVs in the Higgs sector are all real, the right-handed matrix is
exactly the same as the left-handed one, V RCKM = V
L
CKM , and hence there are only explicit
CP violations from the phases in CKM matrices. While in the pseudo-manifest LRSM[20–
23], where the Yukawa couplings are taken to be real, the right-handed CKM matrix is
related to the left-handed one by diagonal phase matrices Ku,d, V RCKM = K
uV LCKMK
d† ,
leading to spontaneous CP violation from the complex Higgs VEV. Both scenarios confront
strong constraints from the the flavor and Higgs physics [24–27]. More general right-handed
CKM matrix have been studies in [17, 24, 44–48]. Motivated by the K0 − K0 mass dif-
ference, Langacker and Sankar proposed two simple formulae of right-handed CKM matrix
[48],
V R(A) =
 1 0 00 cα ±sα
0 sα ∓cα
 , V R(B) =
 0 1 0cα 0 ±sα
sα 0 ∓cα
 , (2.12)
where cα ≡ cosα, sα ≡ sinα with α an arbitrary angle. As we will see in the following
sections, for the purpose of this work, i.e. enhancing the right-handed polarization of the
photon in b → sγ, the scenario (A) is more interesting as it keeps a possibility to have a
large |V Rts |. In this work, we also investigate the CP violating observable, thus, we keep the
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CP violating phases with the following parametrization,
V RCKM =
 e−iφ1 0 00 c23e−iφ1 −s23ei(φ2−φ1)
0 s23e
−iφ2 c23
 , (2.13)
where s23 ≡ sin θ23, c23 ≡ cos θ23, θ23 represents the mixing angle between the second and
the third generations of quarks. This formula is also a simple version of [44] in the limit of
θ12 = θ13 = 0.
So far, we have briefly introduced the LRSM. We summarize the free parameters used
in this work: (i) the mass of heavy charged gauge boson W±2 , and the masses of heavy
charged and neutral Higgs bosons,
MW2 , MH , (2.14)
(ii) the right-handed CKM matrix elements, V RCKM , in our formula, they are
θ23, φ1, φ2, (2.15)
(iii) the ratio of right- and left-handed gauge coupling constants,
gR/gL, (2.16)
(iv) the ratio of VEVs in the scalar bidoublet φ,
tanβ, (2.17)
and (v) the spontaneous CP violating phase ω. In this work, one will find that the ob-
servables we used are not very sensitive to ω, therefore we will fix it to be ω = 0 in the
discussions for simplicity.
3 The C7γ and C ′7γ in the LRSM
The effective Hamiltonian of b→ sγ is [49]
Heff = −4GF√
2
V L∗ts V
L
tb
8∑
i=1
[
Ci(µ)Qi(µ) + C
′
i(µ)Q
′
i(µ)
]
, (3.1)
where the operators Q′i are obtained from Qi by replacing PL ↔ PR. The leading contri-
bution to the b→ sγ decay is from the operators of
Q7γ =
e
16pi2
mbs¯σ
µνPRbFµν , Q
′
7γ =
e
16pi2
mbs¯σ
µνPLbFµν . (3.2)
We can find that the polarization of the photon radiated from Q7γ is left-handed, but right-
handed from Q′7γ . In the SM, C ′7γ/C7γ ≈ ms/mb  1, and hence the photon polarization
is dominantly left-handed. To test the wrong polarization in the LRSM, we will study
C ′7γ/C7γ in this work.
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Note that the photon polarization is not directly related to the ratio of C ′7γ/C7γ , but can
also be affected by other operators. It was discussed in [50] that the wrong polarization in
the SM could be as large as ten percent contributed by the operator of Q2 = c¯γµPLbs¯γµPLc.
Therefore, the new physics effects on the polarization could be determined in experiments
only if the wrong polarization was larger than ten percent. Besides, the LRSM contribu-
tions to Q2 and Q′2 are negligible due to the large mass of heavier charged gauge bosons.
Hence, within the leading effects, we investigate the ratio of C ′7γ/C7γ to study the wrong
polarization in the following discussions.
In the LRSM, the penguin diagrams with charged gauge bosons W±1 , W
±
2 and charged
Higgs H± in the loops, can contribute to the b → sγ processes. The full formulae of C7γ
and C ′7γ are shown in Appendix B. Using the approximation of expansion to the order of
O(4) for C7γ , the Wilson coefficients are
C7γ(µW1)W1 =
1
2
[(
1− g
2
R
g2L
M4W1
M4W2
sin2 2β
)
ASM(xt) (3.3)
+
mt
mb
g2R
g2L
V Rtb
V Ltb
M2W1
M2W2
sin 2βeiw
((
1 +
g2R
g2L
M2W1
M2W2
sin2 2β
)
ALR(xt)−
M2W1
M2W2
ALR(x˜t)
)
+
mc
mb
g2R
g2L
V L∗cs V Rcb
V L∗ts V Ltb
M2W1
M2W2
sin 2βeiw
((
1 +
g2R
g2L
M2W1
M2W2
sin2 2β
)
ALR(xc)−
M2W1
M2W2
ALR(x˜c)
)]
,
C7γ(µH)H± =
1
2
[
mt
mb
tan 2β
cos 2β
eiw
V Rtb
V Ltb
A1H(y) + tan
2 2βA2H(y)
]
, (3.4)
C ′7γ(µW1)W1 =
1
2
mt
mb
g2R
g2L
V R∗ts
V L∗ts
M2W1
M2W2
sin 2βe−iwALR(xt), (3.5)
C ′7γ(µH)H± =
1
2
[
mt
mb
tan 2β
cos 2β
e−iw
V R∗ts
V L∗ts
A1H(y) +
V R∗ts V Rtb
V L∗ts V Ltb
1
cos2 2β
A2H(y)
]
, (3.6)
where xi = m2i /M
2
W1
, x˜i = m2i /M
2
W2
, i = c, t, y = m2t /M2H , and the loop functions are shown
in Appendix B. The first term in Eq.(3.3) is the SM contribution. Since the contribution
of C ′7γ to branching ratio is of order O(4), we have to consider the LRSM contribution up
to the order of O(4) for C7γ in which the contributions from LRSM and SM are interfered
with each other. We neglect the contributions from the penguin diagrams with W2 in the
loops since they are at a higher order than 4. Note that the dependence on the W2 mass of
Eqs. (3.3, 3.5) is from the mixing between W±L and W
±
R in W
±
1 in Eq.(2.10). In this work,
the contribution from charged Higgs is also negligible unless tanβ ∼ 1, because we choose
its mass to be higher than several TeV. The loop functions A1,2H (y) are two or three orders
smaller than ASM (xt1) or ALR(xt1). Besides, the charm contribution cannot be neglected in
the LRSM as explained in the Appendix B.
The dominant contribution from the LRSM is C ′7γ(µW )W1 in Eq.(3.5), from the penguin
diagram with W±1 and top quark in the loop, in which the W
±
L couples to b quark and W
±
R
couples to s quark, as shown in Fig.1. It is enhanced by the factor of mt/mb since the
helicity flip occurs in the internal top quark line which is resulted by the mass eigenstate
W±1 as a mixture of W
±
L and W
±
R . Compared to the SM contribution, another effect of
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Figure 1. The dominant contribution to bL → sRγR in the Left-Right Symmetric Model. The
cross on the quark line indicates a helicity flip via the top quark mass term. In the LRSM, this
process leading wrong helicity can be enhanced with respect to the SM by two factors: i) mt/mb
due to the helicity flip in the internal top quark line, and ii) |V Rts /V Lts | at the vertex WRtRsR if we
allow a large value for |V Rts |.
enhancement is the factor of |V Rts /V Lts | from the vertex of WRtRsR. Thus, the value of
V Rts is the key element to have a large C ′7γ/C7γ . If we allow a large value of |V Rts |, this
factor of enhancement could be as large as 1/λ2, where λ ≈ 0.2 is one of the parameters in
the Wolfenstein formula of left-handed CKM matrix. In [51], the authors shows that the
mechanism of enhancement of C ′7γ/C7γ in the LRSM is the same as the chromomagnetic
one.
4 Meson mixings in LRSM
The effective Hamiltonian for ∆F = 2 transitions can be written in a general form [52, 53]
H∆F=2eff =
G2FM
2
W1
16pi2
∑
i
Ci(µ)Qi(µ), (4.1)
where the CKMmatrix elements are involved in the Wilson coefficients Ci. Here we factored
outMW1 for convenience. There are 8 operators responsible forM0−M0 (M0 = K,Bd, Bs)
oscillations [52] [53], taking Kaon mixing as example,
QVLL1 (K) = (s¯
αγµPLd
α)(s¯βγµPLd
β), QVRR1 (K) = (s¯
αγµPRd
α)(s¯βγµPRd
β),
QLR1 (K) = (s¯
αγµPLd
α)(s¯βγµPRd
β),
QLR2 (K) = (s¯
αPLd
α)(s¯βPRd
β), (4.2)
QSLL1 (K) = (s¯
αPLd
α)(s¯βPLd
β), QSRR1 (K) = (s¯
αPRd
α)(s¯βPRd
β),
QSLL2 (K) = (s¯
ασµνPLd
α)(s¯βσµνPLd
β), QSRR2 (K) = (s¯
ασµνPRd
α)(s¯βσµνPRd
β),
where σµν = 12 [γµ, γν ] and PL,R =
1
2(1 ∓ γ5). We can readily write the corresponding
operators for the B0d or B
0
s mixings by replacing s→ b and d→ d or s, respectively. In the
SM, only the one operator, QVLL1 , contributes to this process.
The amplitude for M −M mixing is then
A(M →M) = G
2
FM
2
W1
16pi2
∑
i,a
Cai (µ)〈M |Qai (µ)|M〉. (4.3)
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The hadronic matrix elements of these operators are shown in [53], in case of K0 − K0
mixing,
〈QVLL1 (µ)〉 =
2
3
m2KF
2
KB
VLL
1 (µ),
〈QLR1 (µ)〉 = −
1
3
R(µ)m2KF
2
KB
LR
1 (µ), 〈QLR2 (µ)〉 =
1
2
R(µ)m2KF
2
KB
LR
2 (µ), (4.4)
〈QSLL1 (µ)〉 = −
5
12
R(µ)m2KF
2
KB
SLL
1 (µ), 〈QSLL2 (µ)〉 = −R(µ)m2KF 2KBSLL2 (µ),
where
R(µ) =
(
mK
ms(µ) +md(µ)
)2
(4.5)
is the chiral enhancement factor and Bi are bag parameters which is given in Appendix D.
The hadronic matrix elements of the operators V RR and SRR are the same as their corre-
sponding V LL and SLL ones because the chiral conservation of QCD. It should be noted
that the K0 −K0 system provides the most severe constraints on new physics models, due
to the large enhancement factor 1/ms in R(µ)K comparing to the Bd,s systems.
At the high energy scale in the LRSM, there are three kinds of contributions to the
∆F = 2 processes: box diagrams with two charged gauge bosons W±1,2, box diagrams with
charged Higgs bosons H±, and tree diagram with flavor-changing neutral Higgs bosons.
We found that the contributions from box diagrams with charged Higgs bosons are always
smaller than those with gauge bosons, because ofMH > MW2 . Therefore they are neglected
in this work.
Now, let us see the box diagram withW±1,2. The Wilson coefficients for the box diagrams
with two W1 (i.e. SM contribution), one W±1 and one W
±
2 , and two W
±
2 are written
respectively as
∆gaugeC
VLL
1 (µW1) =
∑
i,j=c,t
λLLi λ
LL
j SLL(xi, xj), (4.6)
∆gaugeC
LR
2 (µW2) =
∑
i,j=u,c,t
λLRi λ
RL
j SLR(xi, xj , η), (4.7)
∆gaugeC
VRR
1 (µW2) =
∑
i,j=c,t
λRRi λ
RR
j SRR(x˜i, x˜j), (4.8)
where λABi = V
A∗
iq V
B
iq′ , q, q
′ = d, s, b, A,B = L,R, xi = m2i /M
2
W1
, x˜i = m2i /M
2
W2
, i = u, c, t,
η = M2W1/M
2
W2
. In the LL and RR sectors, the GIM mechanism has been used and then
the contribution from λu is eliminated, while in the LR sector, the GIM mechanism is
invalid because of the combination of left- and right-handed CKM matrix elements. The
loop functions can be found in the Appendix C. We find that ∆gaugeCLR2 dominates the
LRSM contribution, while ∆gaugeCVRR1 is negligible due to the high mass of W
±
2 . Our
results agree with those in [17, 24, 44]. Considering the right-handed CKM matrix in (2.13)
with some elements as zero, the dominant contributions to the box diagrams to Kaon, Bd
and Bs mixing yeild:
∆CLR2 (µW2)
K
Box = V
L∗
us V
R
udV
R∗
cs V
L
cdSLR(xu, xc, η) + V
L∗
us V
R
udV
R∗
ts V
L
tdSLR(xu, xt, η), (4.9)
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∆CLR2 (µW2)
Bd
Box = V
L∗
ub V
R
udV
R∗
cb V
L
cdSLR(xu, xc, η) + V
L∗
ub V
R
udV
R∗
tb V
L
tdSLR(xu, xt, η),(4.10)
∆CLR2 (µW2)
Bs
Box = V
L∗
tb V
R
ts V
R∗
cb V
L
csSLR(xc, xt, η) + V
L∗
tb V
R
ts V
R∗
tb V
L
tsSLR(xt, xt, η),(4.11)
Due to V Rcd = V
R
td = 0 in (2.13), only the box diagrams with at least one up quark contribute
to the Kaon and Bd mixing, as shown in Eqs.(4.9) and (4.10). Although the loop functions
with an up quark in the box diagrams are numerically small, we consider this contribution
to the Kaon mixing system because of the effect of enhancement in Eq.(4.5). On the
other hand, such enhancement is absent for the B0d − B
0
d mixing. Thus, together with the
suppression by V Rub, we neglect the contribution from box diagrams to B
0
d −B
0
d oscillation.
For the system of B0s − B0s mixing, the dominant contributions in box diagrams are from
the charm quark or top quark in the loops. In Eq.(4.11), we neglect the small contribution
from two charm quarks in the box diagram because of the small value of the loop function.
One more diagram with one charm quark and one top quark is also neglected due to the
suppression of corresponding left-handed CKM matrix elements.
The tree-level contributions from the flavor-changing neutral Higgs (NH) are expected
to dominate the ∆F = 2 processes. The corresponding Wilson coefficient is
∆NHC
LR
2 (µH) = −
128pi2√
2M2HGF
∑
i,j=u,c,t
λLRi λ
RL
j
√
xi(µH)xj(µH), (4.12)
where the up-type quark masses are evaluated at the scale of µH due to the renormalization
of Yukawa couplings. Because of V Rus = V Rcd = V
R
td = 0 in our right-handed CKM matrix
elements in (2.13), similarly to the case of box diagrams, only two terms contribute to Kaon
mixing, and B0d mixing. Due to the tiny mass of up quark, the flavor-changing neutral Higgs
contribution in the LRSM to B0d −B
0
d system is much smaller than the SM one, thus it can
be neglected. Thereby we will not consider the B0d −B
0
d mixing in the following discussion
in this work. For the Kaon mixing, the LRSM effects do not change the mass difference
very much. However, since the indirect CP violation K is very small in the SM, the LRSM
contribution to K has to be examined very carefully. The flavor-changing neutral Higgs
(NH) contributions to the K0 −K0 and B0s −B0s mixing are
∆CLR2 (µH)
K
NH =
−128pi2√
2M2W1GFM
2
H
(
mu(µH)mc(µH)V
L∗
us V
R
udV
R∗
cs V
L
cd
+mu(µH)mt(µH)V
L∗
us V
R
udV
R∗
ts V
L
td
)
, (4.13)
∆CLR2 (µH)
Bs
NH =
−128pi2√
2M2W1GFM
2
H
(
mc(µH)mt(µH)V
L∗
tb V
R
ts V
R∗
cb V
L
cs
+mt(µH)
2V L∗tb V
R
ts V
R∗
tb V
L
ts
)
, (4.14)
where the up-type quark masses are evaluated at the scale of µH . With the same argument
to the case of box diagrams above, we neglect two terms in the B0s − B0s mixing. As the
quark masses don’t change too much at µH = (20 ∼ 50)TeV, we fix them as
mu(µH) = 0.001GeV, mc(µH) = 0.5GeV, mt(µH) = 120GeV. (4.15)
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5 Numerical Analysis
5.1 C ′7γ/C7γ
C7γ and C ′7γ are mainly constrained by the branching ratio of B → Xsγ whose current
world average value is[54]
Br(B → Xsγ)expEγ>1.6GeV = (3.43± 0.22)× 10−4. (5.1)
The SM prediction within next-to-next-to-leading order of QCD is [55]
Br(B → Xsγ)SMEγ>1.6GeV = (3.15± 0.23)× 10−4, (5.2)
Adding the LRSM contributions, the CSM7γ term is extended to:
C7γ(µb) = C
SM
7γ (µb) + C
NP
7γ (µb), C
′
7γ(µb) = C
′NP
7γ (µb), (5.3)
where the components of NP terms are already expressed in the previous section. Note that
the left-handed and the right-handed polarization terms, i.e., C7γ and C ′7γ , do not interfere
with each other. In the branching ratio of B → Xsγ in the SM, the contribution from tree
level operator, i.e. CSM2 is very large. Therefore, the overlap of C
(′)NP
7γ and the C
SM
2 is not
negligible. On the other hand, the new tree-level contribution in the LRSM (see Eq. (A.8)
in Appendix A for the full expression) turns out to be less than a few percent of CSM2 due
to the high mass of the W±2 . For the LR and RL operators, they could contribute with the
chirality flip by the charm quark mass which is much smaller than top quark mass. Thus,
the tree level contributions from the LRSM can be safely neglected.
While we use the full equation in our numerical study, we show a simplified formula
using typical input parameters for illustration. The branching ratio of b → sγ can be
written in terms of new physics (NP) Wilson coefficients at the scale of µb = 4.6GeV
Br(B → Xsγ)Eγ>1.6GeV
'
(
3.15 + 18.83
(∣∣CNP7γ (µb)∣∣2 + ∣∣C ′NP7γ (µb)∣∣2)− 11.79Re [CNP7γ (µb)])× 10−4. (5.4)
In this formula, we update the NLO analysis from [56] by the new results of quark masses
and CKM matrix elements in [57], and by the NNLO SM result for this branching ratio
from [55, 58]. For the Wilson coefficients, we use the leading-order (LO) formulae for the
W±1 and H
± contributions at the matching scale of µW and µH , and then evolve them
down to the µb scale separately at the leading logarithm (LL), as is done in [44]. The
procedures of evolution are the same for C7γ and C ′7γ because QCD is conserved to the
left-right symmetry. The mixing between O7 and other operators are considered in the
evolution. Besides, C7γ and C ′7γ are actually the effective Ceff7γ and C ′eff7γ , but we use C
(′)
7γ in
this article for simplicity without ambiguity.
Numerically, C ′7γ(µb) and C7γ(µb) can be expressed as a function of the parameters in
the LRSM:
C ′7γ(µb) ' 466
g2R
g2L
M2W1
M2W2
sin 2βV R∗ts e
−iω, (5.5)
C7γ(µb) ' −0.32 + g
2
R
g2L
M2W1
M2W2
sin 2β
(
7.5V Rcb − 18.9V Rtb
)
eiω. (5.6)
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The first term in C7γ is from the SM contribution, while the second term in C7γ is from
the LRSM contribution which is suppressed by M2W1/M
2
W2
, and can be neglected. So C7γ
can be taken as the SM one in an approximation, C7γ ' CSM7γ . Then
C ′7γ(µb)
C7γ(µb)
' −1455g
2
R
g2L
M2W1
M2W2
sin 2β sin θ23e
i(φ2−ω). (5.7)
We can find that |C ′7γ/C7γ | could be as large as 0.5 if sin θ23 ∼ 1, MW2 ∼ 2 TeV, gR/gL ∼ 1
and tanβ ∼ 10.
5.2 Meson mixings
To constrain the LRSM, we use the mass difference ∆Ms and the CP violating phase φs in
B0s −B0s system, and the indirect CP violation in neutral Kaon mixing system. The current
average values of mass difference and CP violating phase of B0s −B0s mixing are [54]
∆MBs = 17.719± 0.043 ps−1, (5.8)
φcc¯ss = −0.013+0.083−0.090. (5.9)
The indirect CP violation in neutral Kaon mixing is [57]
|K |exp = (2.228± 0.011)× 10−3. (5.10)
The mass difference and the CP violating phase of B0s systems are
∆MBs = 2|M s12|, φs = − arg (M s12) , (5.11)
where the matrix element M s12 is defined by
2mBsM
s
12 = 〈B0s |Heff |B0s〉. (5.12)
The LRSM contribution to the tree-level two-body hadronic decays is suppressed by the
high mass of W2 and hence negligible. Therefore we take the weak phase difference φcc¯ss
between the B0s −B0s mixing and the b→ cc¯s decay amplitudes as the phase in the mixing.
The CP violation in the neutral Kaon meson decays is defined as [59][60]
εK =
κe
iϕ
√
2(∆MK)exp
Im(MK12), (5.13)
where ϕ = (43.51 ± 0.05)◦[57] and κ = 0.94 ± 0.02 are corrections due to long-distance
effect.
Finally, at the µK scale, the matrix element of MK12 is summarized as
MK12 = M
SM
12 (K) +M
Box
12 (K) +M
NH
12 (K), (5.14)
where MSM12 (K), MBox12 (K), MNH12 (K) are from the contributions of the SM, box diagrams
with W±2 and flavor-changing neutral Higgs bosons, respectively. They can be expressed
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by the parameters in the LRSM,
MSM12 (K) = 1.58× 10−15 − (1.19× 10−17)i, (5.15)
MBox12 (K) = r
2η
[− 22 ln η cos θ23
+ (208 + 97 ln η) sin θ23e
i(φ2−φ1−βCKM)]× 10−17, (5.16)
MNH12 (K) = ηH
[
(4137− 339 ln ηH) cos θ23
− (41573− 3402 ln ηH) sin θ23ei(φ2−φ1−βCKM)
]× 10−17, (5.17)
where r ≡ gR/gL, η ≡ M2W1/M2W2 , ηH ≡ M2W1/M2H , and βCKM is the CP violating phase
β in the left-handed CKM matrix, to be distinguished by the β parameter in the Higgs
sector in the LRSM. We can find that the real part of contribution from the LRSM are
much smaller than the SM one, and hence the LRSM would not affect ∆MK . However, the
imaginary part of contributions from the LRSM are in the same order as the SM one, so
that K can be significantly affected by the LRSM.
For the B0s −B0s system, the hadronic matrix element MBs12 can be expressed similarly
as MK12 ,
MSM12 (Bs) = (55.4 + 2.0i)× 10−13, (5.18)
MBox12 (Bs) = r
2η
[
(−453− 141 ln η) cos θ23 sin θ23e−iφ2
+ (−61− 28 ln η) sin2 θ23ei(φ1−2φ2)
]× 10−11, (5.19)
MNH12 (Bs) = ηH
[
(1466− 120 ln ηH) cos θ23 sin θ23e−iφ2
+ (144− 12 ln ηH) sin2 θ23ei(φ1−2φ2)
]× 10−9, (5.20)
where r ≡ gR/gL, η ≡M2W1/M2W2 , and ηH ≡M2W1/M2H . We can find that the contributions
from W±2 and neutral Higgs bosons are at the same order of, or even larger than the SM
contribution, within the region of values of parameter we discussed. Then the constraints
from B0s −B0s mixing are severe. The CP violating phases φ1 and φ2 become important to
provide solutions without fine-tuning.
In summary, concerning θ23, if θ23 ' 0 (or pi), i.e. sin θ23 ' 0, we found that all the
constraints from the meson mixings can be neglected as long as MW2 ,MH are not quite
small, becauseMLRSM12 (Bs) ∝ sin θ23, and the terms with cos θ23 inMLRSM12 (K) are without
CP violating phase and hence lose the constraint from K . However in order to have a large
|C ′7γ/C7γ |, we need sin θ23 to be large. If so, the contributions from the second terms in
Eq. (5.17,5.20) become dominant. Interestingly, these terms depend on the φ1 and φ2.
Thus, we can find some solutions in terms of φ1,2, which satisfy MSM12 + MBox12 + MNH12 to
be within the experimental bounds. Indeed such solutions exist as long as MH > 20 TeV
and/or MW2 > 2 TeV.
5.3 Impacts of the future photon polarization measurement on the LRSM
In this section, we attempt to estimate how large the |C ′7γ/C7γ | could be in the LRSM fully
taking into account the various flavour constraints discussed in the previous sections. As we
have already seen, |C ′7γ/C7γ | has a simple dependence on the parameters: it becomes larger
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hadronic parameters
BLR2 (K) B
V LL
1 (B) B
LR
2 (B) ηct [61].
0.82± 0.08 0.87± 0.08 1.15± 0.12 0.496± 0.047
CKM parameters [57]
|V Ltd | |V Lts | |V Ltb | βCKM
(9.44± 0.83)× 10−3 (−46.6± 3.6)× 10−3 0.89± 0.07 0.373± 0.013
Table 1. Input parameters
for a lower W±2 mass and/or for a larger sin θ23. However, such a choice of parameter could
make the LRSM contributions to the meson oscillation observables inconsistently large.
Thus, we need a careful test of the whole parameter space of (θ23,MW2 ,MH , φ1, φ2). Let
us set our target to find the maximum possible |C ′7γ/C7γ | value for given values of MW2
(here, we chose MW2 = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0 TeV), and MH (we fix it as 20 TeV
or 50 TeV). Then, our first goal is to find a combination of φ1 and φ2 which satisfies all the
experimental constraints while keeping sin θ23 to be large.
It should be mentioned that in order to find that the allowed parameter space from the
meson mixing and B → Xsγ branching ratio, we consider not only the experimental errors
but also the theoretical errors. The input parameters and their uncertainties taken into
account here is listed in Table 11 . Some comments on the left-handed CKM matrix are in
order. We assume that theWR contributions to the tree-level processes are negligible, which
is reasonable for the large MW2 considered here. Since V Lts is extracted by PDG [57] from
B0s − B0s oscillation which is affected by the LRSM, we extract V Lts by using the unitarity
relation of the left-handed CKM matrix, so that V Lts = −1/V L∗tb (V LusV L∗ub + V LcsV L∗cb ). The
central value and uncertainty of |V Ltb | is taken as the experimental result in [57], which is
also from tree-level top quark decays. |V Ltd | and the phase βCKM are both determined by the
B0d − B¯0d oscillations, |V Ltd | from ∆Md, and βCKM from CP asymmetry. This process is also
box diagrams mediated, but as discussed in the Section 4, due to the right-handed CKM
matrix elements V Rcd = V
R
td = 0, the effect of the LRSM in B
0
d system can be neglected. So
that we could use the values of βCKM in [57]. Besides, |V Ltd | in [57] is obtained assuming
|V Ltb | = 1, but we use the experimental result of |V Ltb | in this work, so we normalize |V Ltd | by
|V Ltb |.
Now, we look for combinations of φ1 and φ2 which satisfy all the experimental con-
straints taking fully into account the uncertainties in these input parameters. The procedure
to find these combinations is described in the appendix E. We fix the values of MW2 and
MH and scan the (φ1, φ2) space, which is chosen in [−pi, pi] with pi/50 interval (total of 104
1The hadronic parameters BLR2 (K), BV LL1 (B), BLR2 (B) are calculated by Lattice QCD, but their values
are sometimes inconsistent by different lattice QCD groups, such as in [62] and [63], so that there are large
uncertainties of these parameters. We take the center values of these parameters from [64] for Kaon system
and [62] for B0s system, and take their uncertainty as almost 10%. The other B parameters are either
determined very well such as BV LL1 (K), or do not affect the observables in our work, so we do not consider
their uncertainties. The bag parameters used in this work are shown in Appendix D.
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points for each mass combination). Then, we find the minimum of the χ2 defined in the
appendix E. The number of points which did not exceed any of the experimental constraints
or the input parameter ranges are (for MW2 = (1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5) TeV,
respectively):
(0.01, 0.8, 0.8, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.1, 1.2)× 103 points for MH = 20 TeV , (5.21)
(0.06, 1.4, 1.8, 2.6, 3.1, 4.2, 5.2, 5.7, 6.2)× 103 points for MH = 50 TeV . (5.22)
As we have mentioned in the previous sections, MW2 ' 1.5 TeV is allowed only for a fine-
tuned parameter combinations while for MW2 > 2.0 TeV, we find sizable number of allowed
points.
Using these allowed parameter points, we arrive to compute |C ′7γ/C7γ |. All other
parameters are optimized to the values which give the minimum of χ2 described in the
appendix E. The LRSM corresponds approximately to the scenario II of [65] where CNP7γ '
0, C ′(NP )7γ ∈ C (c.f. Eq. (5.5)). Then we could investigate the effect of the LRSM in a
plan of Re[C ′7γ/C7γ ] and Im[C ′7γ/C7γ ], as shown in Figure 2. The left and right figures
correspond to the cases that the heavy Higgs mass is 20 and 50 TeV respectively. The white
circle represents the constraint from the measured branching ratio of B → Xsγ with three
standard deviation. The points with different colors represent the cases that the mass ofW2
is taken to be 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0 and 5.5 TeV respectively, with the circles
from the outside to the inside in the figure. The points represents the solutions that are
mainly constrained by K , ∆Ms, φs and Br(B → Xsγ). |C ′7γ/C7γ | would be larger as the
mass of W2 decreases. One can see that |C ′7γ/C7γ | can reach to ∼ (0.5, 0.35, 0.25, 0.15, 0.1)
for W2 being (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0) TeV.
Finally, we discuss briefly the discovery potential of the LRSM by the future photon
polarization measurements. There have been various proposals for the experimental method
to determine the photon polarization of the b→ sγ. Here, following the discussion in [65],
we study the three types of methods; i) The time-dependent CP -asymmetry of B → KSpi0γ
(SKSpi0γ), ii) The angular distribution of the B → K1γ → Kpipiγ decay (λγ), and iii) The
angular analysis of B → K∗(→ Kpi)`+`− (A(2)T , A(im)T ). Detailed descriptions of these
observables are given in Appendix F.
i) In the LRSM, SKSpi0γ can be written as
SKSpi0γ '
−2Re [C ′7γ/C7γ] sin 2βCKM + 2Im [C ′7γ/C7γ] cos 2βCKM
1 +Re
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2
+ Im
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2 , (5.23)
where βCKM is the CP violating phase from the left-handed CKM matrix. This
formula is obtained by assuming CNP7γ ' 0 and also absence of new physics contribu-
tions to the B0d − B
0
d mixing, which have been derived in the previous sections. In
Figure.3(a), we overlap the curve representing the center value, 1σ, 2σ, 3σ, of the
experimental result of SKSpi0γ on top of the possible LRSM effects obtained in Figure
2. We can find that SKSpi0γ is approximately a linear combination of Re
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]
and Im
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]
.
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Figure 2. Plots of real part and imaginary part of C ′7γ/C7γ in the LRSM. The left and right
figures correspond to the cases that the heavy Higgs mass is 20 and 50 TeV respectively. The white
circle represents the constraint from the measured branching ratio of B → Xsγ with three standard
deviation, in the scenario assuming CNP7γ = 0, i.e. C7γ = CSM7γ , C ′NP7γ ∈ C. The points from the
outside to the inside with different colors represent the cases that the mass of W±2 is taken to be
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5 and 5.5 TeV respectively, with the circles from the outside to the inside
in the figure. The points represent the solutions that are mainly constrained by K , ∆Ms, φs and
Br(B → Xsγ). |C ′7γ/C7γ | would be larger as the mass ofW2 decreases. We can find that |C ′7γ/C7γ |
can be as large as 0.5 for MW2 = 2 TeV, and 0.35 for MW2 = 2.5 TeV.
ii) In the LRSM, the polarization parameter λγ can be written as
λγ =
Re
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2
+ Im
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2 − 1
Re
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2
+ Im
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2
+ 1
. (5.24)
The future sensitivity of λγ is shown in Figure.3(b). The λγ constraint is circle and
insensitive to the complex phases. The SM prediction stands at the central point.
As stated in [65], in the region inside the circle of λγ ' −0.8, i.e.
∣∣C ′7γ/C7γ∣∣ ' 0.3
we cannot distinguish the LRSM contribution from the SM one. Therefore, if the
discovery of photon polarization using this method in experiments is distinguished
from the SM, we can conclude that the mass of W±2 is smaller than 2.5 TeV in case
of gR/gL ∼ 1 and tanβ ∼ 10.
iii) In the LRSM, the transverse asymmetries can be written as
A
(2)
T (0) =
2Re
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]
1 +Re
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2
+ Im
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2 , (5.25)
A
(im)
T (0) =
−2Im [C ′7γ/C7γ]
1 +Re
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2
+ Im
[
C ′7γ/C7γ
]2 . (5.26)
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These two observables can combine together to determine the magnitude and phase
of C ′7γ/C7γ , shown in Figure.3(c) and 3(d).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3. Prospect of the future constraints on C ′7γ/C7γ in the LRSM. The four figures (a,b,c,d)
correspond to SKSpi0γ , λγ , A
(0)
T and A
(im)
T respectively, allowed by a ±3σ error of Br(B → Xsγ)exp.
The points in the figures are the same as those in Fig.2(b) with MH = 50TeV. The figure (a) is
our result for SKSpi0γ in a range including ±3σ. The uncertainty of measurement for SKSpi0γ can
be reduced down to 2% in the future Belle II experiment, in which the contours will be 10 times
narrow than those in figure (a). In figures (b,c,d), the contours are the uncertainty for λγ , A
(0)
T and
A
(im)
T in the future measurements at LHCb and Belle II, which can be achieved with the errors as
small as 0.2.
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5.4 Complementary to the direct search at LHC
The direct search of WR or W ′, which also provides an important constraint on the LRSM,
is carried out at the high energy colliders, such as Tevatron and LHC. Relevant results have
been obtained by the CDF and the D0 collaborations [66, 67] and more recently by the
ATLAS and the CMS collaborations [68–71] in terms of the WR or W ′ bosons or heavy
charged right-handed bosons searches (not necessarily LRSM). So far, most of the works
are done in the Sequential Standard Model (SSM) in which the coupling of W ′WZ is set
to be zero, and the W ′ has the same couplings to fermions as the SM W boson[? ]. In the
LRSM, the coupling of W2 (or say W ′) to W1Z1 (or say WZ) is zero, because the left- and
right-handed quantum numbers of Z1 is zero, then it can not couple to WLWR and hence
not to W1W2. In addition, if gR = gL, the coupling of W2 to fermions is identical to the
one of W1 to fermions. Therefore,the LRSM in the case of gR/gL = 1 corresponds to the
SSM. The current limit for MW ′ in the case of the SSM is obtained as MW ′ > 2.5 TeV at
the 95% confidence level by ATLAS and CMS, using its decay into a charged lepton and a
neutrino at
√
s = 7 TeV [15, 16].
Now, let us include this limit to our analysis in the previous sections. In Figure 4, we
plot the dependence of |C ′7/C7| on the mass MW2 and on the gauge coupling ratio gR/gL,
i.e. Eq. (5.7). In this figure, we fix tanβ = 10 and sin θ23 = 1 (which is allowed by the
∆F = 2 observables). Looking at the horizontal line, gR/gL = 1, we find that the LHC limit
MW > 2.5 TeV allows |C ′7/C7| to be . 0.3, as we have seen in the previous section. As the
LHC experiments will push this mass limit to a higher value, the possible size for |C ′7/C7|
will decrease rapidly. Let’s say, for MW > 5 TeV, |C ′7/C7| . 0.1. On the other hand, in
order to investigate the full range of the LRSM parameter space, we also need the mass
limit for different values of gR/gL. For example, if we assume a larger value of gR/gL, a limit
on |C ′7/C7| can be relaxed. In this sense, these two experiments are complementary. We
should also note that so far, we have assumed tanβ = 10 though |C ′7/C7| strongly depends
on tanβ (see Figure 5). From Figure 5, the odd behavior at tanβ ∼ 1 is from the charged
Higgs contribution to |C ′7/C7|, which is divergent at tanβ = 1. Thus, measurements of
|C ′7/C7| and the mass limit from the direct search should be used exhaustively to constrain
the whole parameter space.
6 Conclusions
In this work, we investigate possible right-handed photon polarization in the b → sγ pro-
cesses with the allowed range of parameters in the Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM).
The circular-polarization of the photon in the radiative B decays are dominantly left-handed
in the Standard Model (SM). But we find that in the LRSM, the right-handed polariza-
tion can be enhanced by the WL −WR mixing contributions because of the helicity flip on
the internal top quark in the penguin diagrams and the enhancement by the CKM factor
V Rts /V
L
ts . Note that for the right-handed CKM matrix, we extended the previously proposed
parameterization in the literature by incorporating the additional CP violating phase.
We first constrained the parameter space of the LRSM by the observables of b→ sγ and
∆F = 2 processes, such as the inclusive branching ratio of B → Xsγ, the mass differences
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Figure 4. The dependence of |C ′7/C7| on the mass MW2 and the gauge coupling ratio gR/gL.
Figure 5. The dependence of |C ′7/C7| on MW2 and tanβ.
and CP asymmetries in the K0 −K0, B0d − B
0
d and B0s − B0s mixing systems. In order to
find the allowed parameter space, we consider not only the experimental errors, but also
the theoretical uncertainties carefully. We find that the observables in the neutral meson
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mixing systems are significantly affected by the tree-level contributions from the heavy
neutral Higgs bosons H01 , A01, as well as the box diagrams with the charged gauge bosons
W±R .
Our numerical analysis shows that the ratio of right-handed and left-handed polariza-
tion of the photon in the b → sγ processes, i.e. |C ′7γ/C7γ |, could be much larger than the
SM prediction, with its value as large as (0.5, 0.35, 0.25) for the mass of W±2 as (2.0, 2.5,
3.0) TeV in the case of gR/gL = 1 and tanβ = 10.
We also investigate the impact of the future photon polarization measurements on the
LRSM, such as the time-dependent CP asymmetry in the decay of B → KSpi0γ (SKSpiγ),
the angular distribution in the B → K1γ → Kpipiγ decay (λγ), and the angular analysis
of B → K∗(→ Kpi)`+`− (A(2)T , A(im)T ). We find that the LRSM can lead to large enough
values of SKSpiγ , λγ , A
(2)
T and A
(im)
T which are easily accessible by the LHCb and the future
BELLE II experiments. We finally showed that the measurement of the b → sγ photon
polarization plays a complementary role to the direct search of the right-handed charged
gauge boson at the LHC.
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A Interactions in the LRSM
The charged-current associated with W±1,2 bosons is
LWcc = u¯iγµ
(
gL√
2
V Lij cos ζPL +
gR√
2
V Rij sin ζe
iwPR
)
djW
+
1µ
+u¯iγ
µ
(
− gL√
2
V Lij sin ζe
−iwPL +
gR√
2
V Rij cos ζPR
)
djW
+
2µ + h.c.. (A.1)
where ζ is the mixing angle betweenW±L andW
±
R , PL,R ≡ 1∓γ52 , gL,R are the gauge coupling
constants in the SU(2)L and SU(2)R groups, V
L,R
ij are the left- and right-handed CKM
matrices, and w is the spontaneous CP violating phase. The charged-current associated
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with charged Goldstone bosons is
LGcc =
1√
2MW1
u¯i
[(
muigLV
L
ij cos ζ −mdjgRV Rij sin ζeiw
)
PL
−(mdjgLV Lij cos ζ −muigRV Rij sin ζeiw)PR]djG+1
+
1√
2MW2
u¯i
[(
mdjgLV
L
ij sin ζe
−iw +muigRV
R
ij cos ζ
)
PR
−(muigLV Lij sin ζe−iw +mdjgRV Rij cos ζ)PL]djG+2
+ h.c., (A.2)
The charged-current with charged Higgs boson is
LHcc = NH+ u¯i
[(
tan 2βe−iwmdjV
L
ij −
1
cos 2β
muiV
R
ij
)
PR
−(tan 2βe−iwmuiV Lij − 1cos 2βmdjV Rij )PL
]
djH
+
+h.c. (A.3)
with NH+ = 1v (1− 142 cos2 2β), where v, , and β are defined in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7).
The Lagrangian of couplings between charged gauge bosons, charged Goldstone bosons
and photons are
LWWA = ie
[
AµW
+
1ν
(
∂µW
−
1ν − ∂νW−1µ
)
+AµW
−
1ν
(
∂νW
+
1µ − ∂µW+1ν
)
+W+1µW
−
1ν (∂µAν − ∂νAµ)
]
+ (W1 ↔W2), (A.4)
LGGA,HHA = ieAµ
[ (
G−1 ∂µG
+
1 −G1∂µG−1
)
+ (G±1 ↔ G±2 ) + (H± ↔ H±)
]
, (A.5)
LGWA = eMW1Aµ
(
G+1 W
−
1µ +G
−
1 W
+
1µ
)
+ eMW2Aµ
(
G+2 W
−
2µ +G
−
2 W
+
2µ
)
. (A.6)
The Yukawa coupling between heavy neutral Higgs and quarks are [24]
LNH = (
√
2GF )
1/2
[
u¯Li
(
VLMDV
†
R
)
ij
(
H0 − iA0)uRj + d¯Li (V †LMUVR)
ij
(
H0 + iA0
)
dRj
]
+h.c. (A.7)
The effective Hamiltonian of b→ cc¯s in the LRSM at the tree level is
Htree = g
2
L
2
V L∗cs V
L
cb
1
M21
c¯γµPLb · s¯γµPLc+ g
2
R
2
V R∗cs V
R
cb
1
M22
c¯γµPRb · s¯γµPRc
+
gLgR
2
V L∗cs V
R
cb e
iω 1
M21
sin ζc¯γµPLb · s¯γµPRc
+
gLgR
2
V Lcb (V
R
cs e
iω)∗
1
M21
sin ζc¯γµPRb · s¯γµPLc. (A.8)
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B Wilson coefficients C7γ and C ′7γ
In the LRSM, the Wilson coefficients for the b→ sγ processes are
C7γ(µR) =
1
2
[
cos2 ζASM(xt) + sin
2 ζ
M21
M22
ASM(x˜t)
+
mt
mb
gR
gL
V Rtb
V Ltb
sin ζ cos ζeiw
(
ALR(xt)− M
2
1
M22
ALR(x˜t)
)
+
mc
mb
gR
gL
V L∗cs V Rcb
V L∗ts V Ltb
sin ζ cos ζeiw
(
ALR(xc)− M
2
1
M22
ALR(x˜c)
)
+
mt
mb
tan 2β
cos 2β
eiw
V Rtb
V Ltb
A1H(y) + tan
2 2βA2H(y)
]
(B.1)
C ′7γ(µR) =
1
2
[
g2R
g2L
V R∗ts V Rtb
V L∗ts V Ltb
(
sin2 ζASM(xt) + cos
2 ζ
M21
M22
ASM(x˜t)
)
+
mt
mb
gR
gL
V R∗ts
V L∗ts
sin ζ cos ζe−iw
(
ALR(xt)− M
2
1
M22
ALR(x˜t)
)
+
mc
mb
gR
gL
V R∗cs V Lcb
V L∗ts V Ltb
sin ζ cos ζe−iw
(
ALR(xc)− M
2
1
M22
ALR(x˜c)
)
+
mt
mb
tan 2β
cos 2β
e−iw
V R∗ts
V L∗ts
A1H(y) +
V R∗ts V Rtb
V L∗ts V Ltb
1
cos2 2β
A2H(y)
]
(B.2)
where xi = m2i /M
2
W1
, x˜i = m2i /M
2
W2
, i = c, t, y = m
2
t
M2H
, with the loop functions
ASM(x) =
−8x3 − 5x2 + 7x
12(x− 1)3 +
3x3 − 2x2
2(x− 1)4 lnx = 2C
SM
2γ , (B.3)
ALR(x) =
−5x2 + 31x− 20
6(x− 1)2 −
3x2 − 2x
(x− 1)3 lnx, (B.4)
A1H(y) =
−5y2 + 3y
6(y − 1)3 +
3y2 − 2y
3(y − 1)2 ln y, (B.5)
A2H(y) =
22y3 − 53y2 + 25y
36(y − 1)3 −
3y3 − 8y2 + 4y
6(y − 1)4 ln y. (B.6)
Note that there is a constant term in ALR(x), that is ALR(x → 0) = −10/3, because
there is no GIM mechanism for the corresponding terms in Eqs.(B.1,B.2) with one left-
handed CKM matrix element and one right-handed CKM matrix element. Whilst the con-
stant term in ASM(x) is canceled by the GIM mechanism. Therefore we have to consider the
contribution from charm quarks in the loops, as shown in Eqs.(B.1,B.2). The up quark con-
tribution is neglected due to its tiny mass. Numerically, in Eq.(B.1), mtV LtsALR(xt1) = 10.5,
while mcV LcsALR(xc1) = −4.2, it is clear that the charm contribution has to be considered.
We could neglect the charm contribution in Eq.(B.2) because of a suppression by mcV Lcb .
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C Box loop functions for LRSM
The box loop functions for the LRSM in Eqs.(4.6) are the following:
SLL(xi, xj) = F (xi, xj) + F (xu, xu)− F (xi, xu)− F (xj , xu), (C.1)
SLR(xi, xj , η) = 8r
2η
√
xixj [(4 + xixjη)I1(xi, xj , η)− (1 + η)I2(xi, xj , η)] , (C.2)
SRR(x˜i, x˜j) = r
4ηSLL(x˜i, x˜j), (C.3)
with r ≡ gR/gL, η ≡M2W1/M2W2 , xi ≡ m2i /M2W1 , x˜i ≡ m2i /M2W2 , and i = u, c, t,
F (xi, xj) = (4 + xixj)I2(xi, xj , 1)− 8xixjI1(xi, xj , 1), (C.4)
I1(xi, xj , η) =
xi ln(xi)
(1− xi)(1− xiη)(xi − xj) + (i↔ j)−
η ln(η)
(1− η)(1− xiη)(1− xjη) ,(C.5)
I2(xi, xj , η) =
x2i ln(xi)
(1− xi)(1− xiη)(xi − xj) + (i↔ j)−
ln(η)
(1− η)(1− xiη)(1− xjη) .(C.6)
D Bag parameters
The bag parameters are always calculated in the regularization-independent (RI) scheme
by Lattice QCD. But the Wilson coefficients are always obtained in the naive dimension
regularization (NDR) scheme in the perturbative theory. Therefore the bag paraemters
obtained by the lattice QCD should be transformed into the NDR scheme. In this work,
we use the bag parameters in the NDR scheme for Kaon mixing at µ = 2GeV given in [62]
BVLL1 (K)NDR = 0.52,
BLR1 (K)NDR = 0.63, B
LR
2 (K)NDR = 0.82,
BSLL1 (K)NDR = 0.54, B
SLL
2 (K)NDR = 0.27, (D.1)
and for the Bd and Bs case at µb = 4.6GeV given in [64]
BVLL1 (B)NDR = 0.87,
BLR1 (B)NDR = 1.72, B
LR
2 (B)NDR = 1.15,
BSLL1 (B)NDR = 0.84, B
SLL
2 (B)NDR = 0.79, (D.2)
with an approximation that the bag parameters are the same for Bd and Bs systems within
the uncertainties.
E Procedure to find the allowed parameter space
To simplify the task of finding the allowed parameter space, we introduce the following χ2
including |K |, ∆Ms, φs, Br(B → Xsγ) as well as the variables listed in Table 1:
χ2 =
(|thK | − |expK |)2
(σexp|K |)
2
+
(∆M ths −∆M exps )2
(σexp∆Ms)
2
+
(φths − φexps )2
(σexpφs )
2
+
(Brthb→sγ −Brexpb→sγ)2
(σexpBrb→sγ )
2
+
∑
i
(vari − varexpi )2
(σvari)
2
, (E.1)
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where the vari are |Vtd|, |Vts|, |Vtb|, βCKM, BLR2 (K), BV LL1 (B), and BLR2 (B). In addition,
as our target is to maximize |C ′7γ/C7γ |, which can be achieved only when θ23 ' ±pi/2, we
also include θ23 to be a variable and vary in the region of θ23 = −pi2 ±0.3 (we found that the
result does not change for ±pi/2). For the given point on the (φ1, φ2) space, which is chosen
in [−pi, pi] with pi/50 interval, we minimize this χ2. We chose the point which give the χ2
to be less than a certain value as an allowed point. This value is chosen conservatively so
that any components of χ2 in Eq. (E.1) do not exceed its three sigma range.
F Observables to determine the photon polarization
We describe the three observables proposed in order to determine the photon polarization.
i) The time dependent CP -asymmetry, SKSpi
0γ:
The time-dependent CP -asymmetry in the radiative decays of the neutral B mesons is
an indirect method to measure the photon polarization. It arises from the interference
between B → fCPγ and B → B → fCPγ amplitudes where fCP is a CP eigenstate.
The amplitudes with the photon with left- and right-handed helicity can not interfere
with each other since the photon polarization is measurable in principle. Then the
CP -asymmetry is defined as [28, 72]
ACP (t) ≡ Γ(B(t)→ fCPγ)− Γ(B(t)→ fCPγ)
Γ(B(t)→ fCPγ) + Γ(B(t)→ fCPγ)
≈ SfCP γ sin(∆mt), (F.1)
with
SfCP γ ≡ ξ
2Im
[
e−iφMM(B → fCPγL)M(B → fCPγR)
]∣∣M(B → fCPγL)∣∣2 + ∣∣M(B → fCPγR)∣∣2 ≈ ξ
2Im
[
e−iφMC7γC ′7γ
]
|C7γ |2 + |C ′7γ |2
,(F.2)
where ξ(= ±1) is the CP -eigenvalue of fCP , and φM is the phase in the B − B
mixing, which in the SM is φd = 2βCKM ' 0.75 and φs ' 0 for the B0d and B0s mixing
respectively. In the SM SfCP γ are always quite small because of the smallness of C
′SM
7γ .
Specifically, the SM prediction for the B0 → K(∗0)(→ KSpi0)γ decay is [73]
SSMKSpi0γ = −(2.3± 1.6)%, (F.3)
while its current world average value is [54]
Sexp
KSpi0γ
= −0.16± 0.23. (F.4)
In the future Belle II experiment, the error of SKSpi0γ will be significantly reduced
down to 2%.
ii) The polarization parameter λγ using the B → K1γ → Kpipiγ process:
Compared to the CP -asymmetry, a direct method to measure the photon polariza-
tion is to study the three-body decays of K1 (B → K1γ → Kpipiγ) [32, 33]. The
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polarization can be studied by the angular distribution in the B → K1γ → Kpipiγ
decay, extracting the polarization parameter λγ
λγ ≡
∣∣M(B → K1RγR)∣∣2 − ∣∣M(B → K1LγL)∣∣2∣∣M(B → K1γ)∣∣2 ≈
∣∣C ′7γ∣∣2 − |C7γ |2∣∣∣C ′7γ∣∣∣2 + |C7γ |2 . (F.5)
In the SM, λγ ' −1(+1) for B(B) decays. In the future, Belle II / LHCb experiment
can measure this observable at the precision of σ(λγ) ' 0.2.
iii) The angular analysis of B → K∗(→ Kpi)`+`−:
Among various angular coefficients, the most interesting observables are the transverse
asymmetries defined as [74][75]
A
(2)
T (q
2) =
I3(q
2)
2Is2(q
2)
, A
(im)
T (q
2) =
I9(q
2)
2Is2(q
2)
, (F.6)
where q2 is the `+`− invariant mass, Ii(q2) are differential decay amplitudes which
can be found in [1][65]. In the limit of q2 = 0, only the O(′)7γ operators contribute to
this process, so that the above asymmetries are only related to C(′)7γ [65],
A
(2)
T (0) =
2Re
[
C7γC
′∗
7γ
]
|C7γ |2 +
∣∣∣C ′7γ∣∣∣2 , (F.7)
A
(im)
T (0) =
2Im
[
C7γC
′∗
7γ
]
|C7γ |2 +
∣∣∣C ′7γ∣∣∣2 . (F.8)
In the future, Belle II / LHCb experiments can measure this observable at the
precision of σ(A(2)T ) ' σ(A(im)T ) ' 0.2.
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